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Best of all time best of 2019 The most popular of 2019 Download Banner &amp;&amp; Ribbon Kit The most valued online courses and MOOCs of all time from the best universities around the world. Based on thousands of reviews written by Class Central users. More information Showing 7 of 200 View
The Best Free Online Courses of All-Time Download Banner &amp;& amp; Ribbon Kit The top rated online courses and MOOCs of 2019 from the best universities around the world. Based on thousands of reviews written by Class Central users. More info Showing 7 out of 30 View the best online courses
of 2019 Download Banner &amp;&amp; Ribbon Kit By combining course enrollment data and Class Central data, we are joined by a list of the 100 most popular free online courses and MOOCs of 2019. More info Showing 7 out of 100 View the most popular courses of 2019 Daniel Knighton / Getty
Images ZZ Top did not become famous overnight. Although ZZ Top's first album established its hard rock and southern rock musical style, as well as its upbeat lyrical tracks and on its face, it barely missed the Billboard 200 album chart, reaching #201. Despite its humble beginnings, ZZ Top kept
connecting away. Now, 14 albums and 40 years later, they are one of the few artists to have U.S. album sales of more than 25 million. Release date: July 26, 1973Chart Peak: #8Best Known Tracks: La Grange / Waitin' for the Bus / Jesus Just Left Chicago His third studio album release propelled ZZ Top
to what would become a familiar position: the top of the album charts. The success of Tres Hombres was driven by the popularity of La Grange, the song for which the band is best known. Allmusic called it the record that brought ZZ Top its first ten records, making them stars in the process. It couldn't
have gone on to a better record. Release date: April 18, 1975Chart Peak: #10Best Known Tracks: Tush/Jailhouse Rock (live) ZZ Top followed up its first hit with Fandango. The album is known for being part of the studio recordings, a part of the live performance that shows the band's considerable skill as
a live band. The album also gave us Tush, the band's first top 40 single, #20. Bassist Dusty Hill's lead vocals appear in four songs: Tush, Balinese, Jailhouse Rock and Heard it on the X. Release date: March 23, 1983Chart Peak: #9Best Well-known tracks: Sharp Dressed Man/Legs/Gimme All Your
Lovin' The ZZ Top popularity gained in the 1970s didn't stop in the 80s, as evidenced by Eliminator, another top 10 US hit and an even bigger hit in the US It is the band's best-selling album. Two years before the album's release, MTV released, and by the time Eliminator was released, it was deemed a
necessity for of successful albums. Three music videos, Legs, Gimme All Your Lovin' and Sharp Dressed Man were influential in boosting the album's huge sales success. Warner Bros / WEA Release date: October 28, 1985 Chart Pic: #4Best Well-known tracks: Can't Stop Rockin' / Velcro Fly / Sleeping
Bag Bag it was a hit thanks to the strength of Sleeping Bag (a #1 single) and the fact that two more songs were outstanding: Velcro Fly in Stephen King's book, The Dark Tower III: The Waste Lands and Can't Stop Rockin' in the feature film, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III. Although the prominent
addition of synthesizers to its brand power trio (guitar-bass-drums) drew some criticism, it attracted an equal amount of praise for maintaining the musical stream of ZZ Top in the mid-1980s. Release Date: March 23, 1990Chart Peak: #6Best Known Tracks: Concrete and Steel/Doubleback/My Head's in
Mississippi Its first release in the 1990s, Recycler was another top 10 hit. The album's success was helped by the band's appearance (and song, Doubleback) in the film Back to the Future III. The continued presence of synthesizers attracted continued beards from critics, but the album's commercial
success once again validated the wisdom of reinventing its sound. Christopher Polk / Getty Images Eminem is one of the all-time greats in rap. There's no debate about that. What remains a hot topic among Slim Shady fans is his body of work. What is Eminem's best album? What's your worst? One thing
we can all agree on is that Slim's catalog is full of critically acclaimed albums as well as some duds. Here are all Eminem's albums, ranked from worst to best. Eminem - Encore. © Aftermath/Interscope Records On the one hand, Encore generated applause for its political sincerity. On the other, Eminem
received criticism for imbuing this album with his increasingly cartoonish lyrics of the other. Although it spawned gems such as the political punch, Mosh, and the introspective Yellow Brick Road, it was still considered a disappointment by Eminem's standards. Top Tracks: Mosh, Yellow Brick Road
Eminem finally lifted its 5-year moratorium on solo albums with the release of Relapse. Eminem's narratives are all too familiar, but his method of delivering them has evolved. There are false accents, sequences of unique rhymes and vocal cadences here (As soon as the flow begins, I compose art like
Mozart's ghost). Top tracks: Deja Vu, Medicine Ball Eminem - Recovery. © Interscope Recovery is different from any of Eminem's previous studio albums. In the absence of the skits, traditional guests and goofball singles that characterized The Slim Shady LP through Relapse, Recovery is Eminem
coming to terms with his own legacy, shedding the tired formulas that marked his previous albums and trying to reassert his place in the pantheon of hip-hop elite. Top Tracks: Not Afraid, No Love © Shady Records/Interscope In November 2013, Eminem released a sequel to the widely prized Marshall
Mathers LP. In the build-up to the release of MMLP2, Eminem stressed that it wouldn't be a follow-up to The Marshall Mathers LP. There will be no continuation of songs or anything else, he told Rolling Stone. MMLP2, it turns out, retained most of the familiar themes of Em's d'Em's Masterpiece. Eminem -
Infinity. Before Dr. Dre's hits and the Grammy Awards, Eminem was just another raw talent with a pipe dream. Infinit captured the Detroit rapper in his essence: hungry, focused, raw. Infinite surely gave me a launch pad to show and test. Top Tracks: Infinite, 313, Never Far Eminem - The Slim Shady LP.
© Aftermath/Interscope A White Mc from Detroit? Unflinching paeans to drugs and violence? The task before Eminem seemed illogical at first, but he turned the tests into trophies within a year of reaching the main scene. Complaints about his bad music failed to quell the album's success, as The Slim
Shady LP sold more than 5 million copies. We have this manic slice of dysfunction to thank most of Eminem's best songs. Top Tracks: Role Model, Guilty Conscience When The Eminem Show arrived, I was dividing the time between the recording booth and the boards. Despite this new penchant for
beatmaking, this album showed very little abandonment in the lyrics department. I continued his tradition of throwing darts at detractors, this time taking Canibus to Square Dance and Jermaine Dupri in Say What You Say. Top Tracks: White America, Till I Collapse A year after making a big splash in the
industry, Eminem returned with another masterpiece in The Marshall Mathers LP. Em's effort helped cement his status as one of the most exciting artists of the new millennium. Top Tracks: The Way I Am, Stan TS7 is officially up and running and Swifties everywhere are losing their minds. Just last week,
Taylor Swift announced her seventh studio album, Lover, will be released worldwide on August 23. The album, which is romantic in tone, is highly anticipated and will feature 18 original Swift songs. With 10 GRAMMY Awards under her belt, six albums released, five number one hits and a career that has
lasted 13 years, Swift has shown she is a force to be considered. In celebration of the impending release of Lover, we take a look at Swift's six studio albums ranked as worst. Taylor Swift | Photo by Daniel Torok/Patrick McMullan via Getty Imagess 6. Reputation There will be no explanation, there will
only be reputation. the 29-year-old told song about his sixth studio album, Reputation. This era marked Swift by being uncharacteristically quiet about the creative process behind her music. For this particular album, Swift was determined to put all her attention to the music itself. She recently admitted that
she just wanted to make music and not talk about why or how behind it. Very little promotion or marketing accompanied reputation. Although the Reputation Stadium tour was the most blockbuster tour in US history, most Swifties agree that this is the singer's weakest album. The album had no natural flow
we expect from Swift and instead seemed a bit chaotic. Delicate however, it was an outstanding song from the album with dreamy and optimistic vibrations. 5. Taylor Swift Isn't that we don't like Swift's debut album, it's just that we love almost all of her later albums even more. However, there is a special
place in our hearts for the song's first album because it introduced her and her unique sound. Swift was only 16 when her self-titled album released and her country, romantic, vibrating quickly catapulted her into superstardom. Who could forget the charming hit Tim McGraw, who really put Swift on the
map? Instead, Our Song was an optimistic melody that was full of southern twang and teenage angst. Maybe that's what makes this album so great. It features a mix of melodies that provide a spectrum of feelings that we could all still, somehow relate to. 4. Speak Now Seen largely as Swift's transition
album, Speak Now delicately balanced Swift's country roots and the new pop sound she was exploring. Taking cue from her name, Swift's third album marks where she really began to be vocal about using her life experiences to inspire the narrative of her album. Many of the songs are written in response
to the relationships he had with famous people. Back To December is believed to be written in honour of Swift's short relationship with Taylor Lautner. Innocent details Swift's feelings about Kanye West after he famously grabbed mike from her at the VMA. Dear John was written about her relationship with
John Mayer and Mean was written for a famous and harsh music critic. Mean is undoubtedly a standout tune on the album, especially after it became an anthem for antibul bullying. However, one song that doesn't get nearly enough praise is the devastatingly beautiful Last Kiss, which is a classic ballad
and breaks. 3. 1989 Swift's fifth studio album might have taken a while to get used to, but it definitely harbors some of her strongest songs. 1989 presented a completely different sound for the singer, to which many people did not adjust. However, songs such as Blank Space, Style, and Out Of The
Woods helped Swift secure her place as one of pop music's greatest players with her ridiculously catchy rhythms. Meanwhile, hits like Clean and Wildest Dreams show Swift's incredible ability to perfectly capture feelings like growth and nostalgia. 2. Fearless It's fitting that Swift's second studio album
comes in second. We're absolutely stan for this album. His release solidified that Swift was far from a one-hit wonder. Songs like Fearless and Love Story beautifully show the singer's best songwriting ability, while You Belong With Me became the teen anthem we all deserved. This album was full of
emotions and is a great encapsulation of what it means love, and all its nuances, in its entirety. 1. Red Hands down the best album of Swift's career, Red marked the moment Swift took full ownership of her brand. Prior to the release of his fourth and best studio album, his record company told him they
loved it on the record, but you'd have to release a country song or two to appeal to your fans. Swift stood up and said she respected her opinion, but the album was what it was and she wasn't changing anything. We love that the 29-year-old set foot because Red is really his best job. With impressive
collaborations on songs such as The Last Time and Everything Has Changed Swift he proved that he was more than capable of continuing to leave his mark on the music industry. Honestly, Red could only have put forward one song (All Too Well) and we still would have loved it. Lover We can't wait to
see what Swift has in store for us next. One thing is for sure, swift always likes to keep us on our feet. We will be waiting patiently on August 23rd to soak up all the romantic vibrations, Lover is bound to deliver. Deliver.
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